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Elegy Beach Liverpool University Press
The award-winning team of Ursula K. Le Guin and S. D. Schindler
brilliantly portrays a cat that searches for a great place to take a nap
and then begins to dream. Cat Dreams is a great read-aloud picture
book full of catlike imagery as only Le Guin and Schindler could
create.
Year of the Dog University Press of Kentucky
This exquisitely giftable anthology of poems about age and aging reveals
the wisdom of trailblazing writers who found power and growth later in
life. At eighty-two, the novelist Penelope Lively wrote: "Our experience is
one unknown to most of humanity, over time. We are the pioneers."
Coming to Age is a collection of dispatches from the great poet-pioneers
who have been fortunate enough to live into their later years. Those later
years can be many things: a time of harvesting, of gathering together the
various strands of the past and weaving them into a rich fabric. They can
also be a new beginning, an exploration of the unknown. We speak of
"growing old." And indeed, as we too often forget, aging is growing,
growing into a new stage of life, one that can be a fulfillment of all that has
come before. To everything there is a season. Poetry speaks to them all.
Just as we read newspapers for news of the world, we read poetry for news
of ourselves. Poets, particularly those who have lived and written into old
age, have much to tell us. Bringing together a range of voices both present
and past, from Emily Dickinson and W. H. Auden to Louise Gluck and Li-
Young Lee, Coming to Age reveals new truths, offers spiritual sustenance,
and reminds us of what we already know but may have forgotten,
illuminating the profound beauty and significance of commonplace
moments that become more precious and radiant as we grow older.
Elegy LSU Press
Part post-punk ghost story, part Gen-X pastoral,
Mary Biddinger's poetry collection DEPARTMENT OF
ELEGY conjures dim nightclubs, churning lakes, and
vacant Midwestern lots, meditating on moments of
lost connection. With the afterlife looming like
fringe around the edges of this book, Biddinger
constructs a view of heaven as strange as the
world left behind. These poems escort us from
forest to dance floor, bathtub to breakwater,
memory into present. "In DEPARTMENT OF ELEGY, Mary
Biddinger examines the hot pink ignorance of youth
and the equally vulnerable present. These
thrillingly nimble, funny poems empathize with
hunger and long for longing."--Jennifer L. Knox
"The Talking Heads once asked, 'How did I get
here?' a rhetorical interrogation that happens at
the very point where our past and present lives
intersect. Time's fulcrum, and all its
possibilities, even the imaginary ones, are the
deep gothic heart that powers Mary Biddinger's
DEPARTMENT OF ELEGY. This collection savors its
sadness but never wallows in it, just as it asks
the reader to take all the joys of the world and
taste them. If an elegy is a song of mourning,
these poems--with their abiding love for the human
experience and a generous dollop of empathy--are
an invitation to the most rollicking Irish wake
you've ever attended. They remind us that we come
together not only to mourn but also to celebrate
the things that ask us to say goodbye."--Steve
Kistulentz "Mary Biddinger's seventh poetry
collection guides readers across the dangerous
terrain between memory and chaos with confidence,
bravado, and--ultimately--hard-won expertise. The
speakers' words themselves sustain a series of
exquisite and delicate tensions between utterance
and erasure, between form and improvisation,
anchored throughout by a series of 'Book' poems
('Book of Hard Passes,' 'Book of the Sea,' 'Book
of Misdeeds,' 'Book of Transgressions,' 'Book of
Disclosures,' 'Book of Mild Regrets'). The
emotional undercurrent of this collection samples
such a wide range of life and existence that we
are left wondering where time goes and why so
quickly, from the ritualistic taste of the insides
of gloves, to the realization that once '...your
friends have perished under tragic circumstances /
eventually they become like beloved characters
from books.'"--Erica Bernheim Poetry. Fiction.
Tehanu Harper Collins
Late in the Day, Ursula K. Le Guin’s newest collection of poems, seeks
meaning in an ever-connected world. In part evocative of Neruda’s Odes to
Common Things and Mary Oliver’s poetic guides to the natural world, Le
Guin gives voice to objects that may not speak a human language but
communicate with us nevertheless through and about the seasonal rhythms of
the earth, the minute and the vast, the ordinary and the mythological. As Le

Guin herself states, “science explicates, poetry implicates.” Accordingly, this
immersive, tender collection implicates us (in the best sense) in a subjectivity of
everyday objects and occurrences. Deceptively simple in form, the poems
stand as an invitation both to dive deep and to step outside of ourselves and
our common narratives. As readers, we emerge refreshed, having peered
underneath cultural constructs toward the necessarily mystical and elemental,
no matter how late in the day. The poems are bookended with two short
essays, “Deep in Admiration” and “Form, Free Verse, Free Form: Some
Thoughts.” In 2014, the National Book Foundation awarded Le Guin the
Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters, a lifetime
achievement award. Her celebrated acceptance speech, which criticized
Amazon as a “profiteer” and praised her fellow authors of fantasy and
science fiction, is included in Late in the Day as a postscript.
The Time Traveler's Almanac Penguin
An award-winning and hard-hitting new voice in
contemporary American poetry The first time I ever came
the light was weak and carnivorous. I covered my eyes and
the night cleared its dumb throat. I heard my mother wringing
her hands the next morning. Of course I put my underwear
on backwards, of course the elastic didn't work. What I
wanted most at that moment was a sandwich. But I just
nursed on this leather whip. I just splattered my sheets with
my sadness. —from “Poem of My Humiliations” “What is life
but a cross / over rotten water?” Poet, novelist, and essayist
Erika L. S�nchez’s powerful debut poetry collection
explores what it means to live on both sides of the
border—the border between countries, languages, despair and
possibility, and the living and the dead. S�nchez tells her
own story as the daughter of undocumented Mexican
immigrants and as part of a family steeped in faith, work,
grief, and expectations. The poems confront sex, shame,
race, and an America roiling with xenophobia, violence, and
laws of suspicion and suppression. With candor and urgency,
and with the unblinking eyes of a journalist, S�nchez roves
from the individual life into the lives of sex workers, narco-
traffickers, factory laborers, artists, and lovers. What
emerges is a powerful, multifaceted portrait of survival.
Lessons on Expulsion is the first book by a vibrant, essential
new writer now breaking into the national literary landscape.

Finding My Elegy Hachette UK
Bob Hicok's poems jump from devastation to jubilance
with a laughter as old as humanity itself (The New York
Times).
Department of Elegy Simon and Schuster
FINALIST FOR THE 2020 NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS
CIRCLE AWARD FOR POETRY FINALIST FOR THE
2021 NAACP IMAGE AWARD FOR POETRY Danez
Smith is our president Homie is Danez Smith’s
magnificent anthem about the saving grace of friendship.
Rooted in the loss of one of Smith’s close friends, this
book comes out of the search for joy and intimacy within
a nation where both can seem scarce and getting
scarcer. In poems of rare power and generosity, Smith
acknowledges that in a country overrun by violence,
xenophobia, and disparity, and in a body defined by race,
queerness, and diagnosis, it can be hard to survive, even
harder to remember reasons for living. But then the
phone lights up, or a shout comes up to the window, and
family—blood and chosen—arrives with just the right food
and some redemption. Part friendship diary, part bright
elegy, part war cry, Homie is the exuberant new book
written for Danez and for Danez’s friends and for you
and for yours.
I Had a Brother Once HarperTeen
In a frightful world of dark magic and savage beauty, two
sisters are about to discover that love is the most powerful
weapon of all. Don't miss Elegy, the mesmerizing final
chapter of the Watersong series! An ancient curse robbed
Gemma Fisher of everything that matters most—her friends,
her family and the guy she loves. But now that she found the
scroll that binds the curse, she finally has a chance to get her
old life back. She just needs to destroy the scroll—but it's not
as easy as she hoped. Protected by ancient magic, it seems
utterly indestructible. Making matters worse, Penn has grown
even more obsessed with stealing Daniel for her own...and
she's about to succeed. Gemma's frantic search leads her to
someone who might be able to help—the mysterious immortal
who cursed Penn and her sisters thousands of years ago. As
Gemma and her friends unravel the tragic history of the
curse, they plunge deeper into a world of shocking secrets
and twisted vendettas—and it'll take all their courage, love and
the power of their friendship just to survive. Gemma has so
much to fight for and she's never wanted anything more, but
will it be enough to stop her enemies?

Black Aperture American Poets Continuum
Orsinia ... a land of medieval forests, stonewalled cities,
and railways reaching into the mountains where the old
gods dwell. A country where life is harsh, dreams are
gentle, and people feel torn by powerful forces and fight
to remain whole. In this enchanting collection, Ursula K.
Le Guin brings to mainstream fiction the same
compelling mastery of word and deed, of story and

character, of violence and love, that has won her the
Pushcart Prize, and the Kafka and National Book Awards.
Hill Women PM Press
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER IS NOW A
MAJOR-MOTION PICTURE DIRECTED BY RON HOWARD
AND STARRING AMY ADAMS, GLENN CLOSE, AND
GABRIEL BASSO "You will not read a more important book
about America this year."—The Economist "A riveting
book."—The Wall Street Journal "Essential reading."—David
Brooks, New York Times Hillbilly Elegy is a passionate and
personal analysis of a culture in crisis—that of white working-
class Americans. The disintegration of this group, a process
that has been slowly occurring now for more than forty
years, has been reported with growing frequency and alarm,
but has never before been written about as searingly from
the inside. J. D. Vance tells the true story of what a social,
regional, and class decline feels like when you were born
with it hung around your neck. The Vance family story
begins hopefully in postwar America. J. D.’s grandparents
were “dirt poor and in love,” and moved north from
Kentucky’s Appalachia region to Ohio in the hopes of
escaping the dreadful poverty around them. They raised a
middle-class family, and eventually one of their grandchildren
would graduate from Yale Law School, a conventional marker
of success in achieving generational upward mobility. But as
the family saga of Hillbilly Elegy plays out, we learn that
J.D.'s grandparents, aunt, uncle, sister, and, most of all, his
mother struggled profoundly with the demands of their new
middle-class life, never fully escaping the legacy of abuse,
alcoholism, poverty, and trauma so characteristic of their part
of America. With piercing honesty, Vance shows how he
himself still carries around the demons of his chaotic family
history. A deeply moving memoir, with its share of humor
and vividly colorful figures, Hillbilly Elegy is the story of how
upward mobility really feels. And it is an urgent and troubling
meditation on the loss of the American dream for a large
segment of this country.
Packing My Library New Directions Publishing
A book of poetry by Charles Valle

Four Ways to Forgiveness LSU Press
A must for every reader: two volumes of Ursula K.
Le Guin's short stories as selected by the author.
Life on Mars Copper Canyon Press
A brilliant, genre-defying work—both memoir and epic
poem—about the struggle for wisdom, grace, and ritual in
the face of unspeakable loss “A bruised and brave love
letter from a brother right here to a brother now gone . .
. a soaring, unblinking gaze into the meaning of life
itself.”—Marlon James, author of Black Leopard, Red
Wolf my father said david has taken his own life Adam is
in the middle of his own busy life, and approaching a
career high in the form of a #1 New York Times
bestselling book—when these words from his father open
a chasm beneath his feet. I Had a Brother Once is the
story of everything that comes after. In the shadow of
David’s inexplicable death, Adam is forced to re-
remember a brother he thought he knew and to reckon
with a ghost, confronting his unsettled family history, his
distant relationship with tradition and faith, and his
desperate need to understand an event that always
slides just out of his grasp. This is an expansive and
deeply thoughtful poetic meditation on loss and a raw,
darkly funny, human story of trying to create a ritual—of
remembrance, mourning, forgiveness, and
acceptance—where once there was a life.
Elegy for April Scholastic Incorporated
A "profound and provocative" new work by the Pulitzer Prize-
winning author of Disgraced and American Dervish: an
immigrant father and his son search for belonging—in post-
Trump America, and with each other (Kirkus Reviews). One
of the New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year One of
Barack Obama's Favorite Books of 2020 Finalist for the 2021
Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction A Best
Book of 2020 * Washington Post * O Magazine * New York
Times Book Review * Publishers Weekly "Passionate,
disturbing, unputdownable." —Salman Rushdie A deeply
personal work about identity and belonging in a nation coming
apart at the seams, Homeland Elegies blends fact and fiction
to tell an epic story of longing and dispossession in the world
that 9/11 made. Part family drama, part social essay, part
picaresque novel, at its heart it is the story of a father, a son,
and the country they both call home. Ayad Akhtar forges a
new narrative voice to capture a country in which debt has
ruined countless lives and the gods of finance rule, where
immigrants live in fear, and where the nation's unhealed
wounds wreak havoc around the world. Akhtar attempts to
make sense of it all through the lens of a story about one
family, from a heartland town in America to palatial suites in
Central Europe to guerrilla lookouts in the mountains of
Afghanistan, and spares no one—least of all himself—in the
process.

Earth Elegy: New and Selected Poems Little, Brown
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Tara Hudson brings the dark, romantic Hereafter trilogy
to a thrilling conclusion with her YA novel Elegy. The
passionate love between ghost girl Amelia and human
boy Joshua was powerful enough to break the barrier
between life and death. Now the star-crossed lovers
believe they can finally be together. But demonic forces
threaten to tear them apart. The evil beings tell Amelia
she must turn herself over to darkness or they will kill a
human every week. Forces of light offer Amelia a
solution. She can join them in gathering souls. If she
does, however, she will never see Joshua again. Amelia
refuses to be separated from Joshua. She will fight the
forces of darkness and light if that’s what it takes to
keep him.
Relationship Little, Brown
'Hiller offers extraordinary resilience and moments of
immense, liberatory tenderness. [...] This is a harrowing
book, yes, but ultimately, with its invitation to “billow
forth the wrecks we hold”, with its emphasis on
resistance and joy, it is a staggeringly beautiful piece of
life-affirming work.' Stephanie Sy-Quia, The Poetry
Review
Homeland Elegies Graywolf Press
'Le Guin's words are magical. Drink this magic up.
Drown in it. Dream it' David Mitchell, author of CLOUD
ATLAS In this stunning collection of four intimately
interconnected novellas, Ursula K. Le Guin returns to
the great themes that have made her one of America's
most honored and respected authors. At the far end of
our universe, on the twin planets of Werel and Yeowe,
all humankind is divided into 'assets' and 'owners',
tradition and liberation are at war, and freedom takes
many forms. Here is a society as complex and troubled
as any on our world, peopled with unforgettable
characters struggling to become fully human. For the
disgraced revolutionary Abberkam, the callow 'space
brat' Solly, the haughty soldier Teyeo, and the Ekumen
historian and Hainish exile Havzhiva, freedom and duty
both begin in the heart, and success as well as failure
has its costs.
Appalachian Reckoning Harper Collins
"[Le Guin] never loses touch with her reverence for the
immense what is." — Margaret Atwood Though internationally
known and honored for her imaginative fiction, Ursula K. Le
Guin started out as a poet, and since 1959 has never ceased
to publish poems. Finding My Elegy distills her life's work,
offering a selection of the best from her six earlier volumes
of poetry and introducing a powerful group of poems, at once
earthy and transcendent, written in the first decade of the
twenty-first century. The fruit of over a half century of
writing, the seventy selected and seventy-seven new poems
consider war and creativity, motherhood and the natural
world, and glint with humor and vivid beauty. These moving
works of art are a reckoning with a whole life.

Where on Earth. Brothers and sisters ; A week in the
country ; Unlocking the air ; Imaginary countries ; The
diary of the rose ; Direction of the road ; The white
donkey ; Gwilan's harp ; May's lion ; Buffalo gals, won't
you come out tonight ; Horse camp ; The water is wide ;
The lost children ; Texts ; Sleepwalkers ; Hand, cup,
shell ; Ether, or ; Half past four HarperCollins
A moving and incandescent volume from a poet
celebrated for her “unfailing mastery of her medium”
(New York Times Book Review). In poems of graceful
lyricism and penetrating observation, award-winning
poet Linda Pastan sheds new light on the complexities of
ordinary life and the rising tide of mortality. Drawing
from Pastan’s five most recent volumes—including The
Last Uncle (2002), Traveling Light (2011), and
Insomnia (2015)—and with over thirty new poems,
Almost an Elegy reflects on beauty, old age, and the
probability of loss. Whether in a lush evocation of an
impressionist painting or a wry and wistful ode to a car
key, Pastan finds lucid meaning in the passage of time.
From “Mirage”: I want to simply be one with the trees
sighing outside my window, sighing not for me but to
accommodate the wind.
Finding My Elegy Houghton Mifflin
A Latina feminist chronicle of the Vietnam War era in
documentary poems that highlight the voices of women
relegated to the margins of history.
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